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foundations, i1~ still water, in permeablesoils where it is not possi- 
ble to employ piles, or where, in consequence of the great import- 
ance of the work, this last method, even under good conditions, is 
not deemed sufficient. 
" In any case, where the soil does not Offer lateral support, it seems 
to us almost indispensable to increase the width of the caissons, by 
providing wide offsets at the base of the piers. The danger of 
lurches in,the descent would thus be diminished, and the stability 
of the foundation much increased. 
"W, ithout ignoring any of the advantages of-this powerful means 
of action, we therefore think that its employment should not be 
carried too far, and that, both on account of its great cost and of 
the chances of accidents which it presents, i t  is best to reserve it 
for difficult circumstances, where it woMd be nearly impossible to 
reach a good solution by the other processes." 
THE ECONOMICAL CONSTRUCTION OF BEAM TRUSSES. 
B~r G. S. Mo~RIso~, 0. E. 
TH~ problem of bridging the great western rivers, which has of 
]ate given so much interest to the subject of deep foundations, 
demands that equal attention be paid to the study of superstruc- 
tures. The necessary expense of deep foundation's calls for the 
introduction of much larger spans than have hitherto been found 
economical, and at the same time requires these long spans to be 
built with the ]east possible waste of material. 
The form of truss in most common use is that known as the beam 
truss, the top and bottom of which are formed of two pai-allel 
chords, in distinction to parabolic trusses, in which the principle of 
the arch is used, and suspension trusses, in which a flexible beam 
is stiffened by.a combination of bracing beneath it. The following 
pages will be confined to the discussion of beam trusses, and to 
deducing' from a similar examination of the strains which act in them 
the most advantageous arrangement of the several parts. This will 
necessarily include a review of the advantages of making the same 
truss continuous over several spans, a practice in'very general use 
among European engineers, and which leads to a saving sometimes 
as high as 25 per cent. in the intermediate spans of a bridge. 
If a weight were placed upon a beam, and there were no lateral 
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adhesion between the successive parts of that beam, the weight 
would eat its way through by forcing down the portion under it, 
as Shown in Fig. 1. " , 
Lateral adhesion distributes the effect of the weight beyond the 
part of the beam direct)y under it. In Fig. 2, 
Fl~./. ~__  let ~ and B represent two adjacent points on 
which the weight exerts Nrces ~ in the direction 
indicated by the arrows. If  these forces were 
not disturbed, they would act along the lines ac and ~D, but being 
diverted by the adhesion of the particles of the beam, they extend 
into the adjacent parts and act also along inclined 
FIC21 ~ lines represented by XE and BF, causing eompres- 
~I IBH sion in these lines. The reaction o f  the material 
! ~ ] - -  in these compressed lines will exert forces as indi- 
,~,~o D-~ eared by the arrows; decomposing these reacting 
forces at the points A and ~, into their horizontal 
and vertical elements, the vertical elements alone are balanced by 
the weight, and the horizontal elements tend to force the points A 
and B together, while at the lower side of the beam, the horizontal 
elements tend to draw the points E and F apart. The .effect of the 
weight is, therefore, to shorten the fibres above and lengthen those 
below, thus changing their relative lengths and bending the beam i 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
Hence, it app6ars that a beam under the influence of weight, which 
may be either its own or a superimposed weight, 
r/~,3 ~ is subjected to strains of two kinds : 
- ~ ~  1. A shearing strain, tending to cut the beam 
by causing one part to slide upon an adjacent 
part. 
2. A bending strain, bending the beam by shortening the fibres 
above, and lengthening those below. 
The economical construction of beam trusses lies in selecting the 
best methods of resisting these strains. 
When a beam is bent, the outside fibres undergo a greate?; change 
of length than the intermediate ones, and consequently the interme- 
diate fibres are less strained than the extreme ones. I f  all the ma- 
terial were concentrated at the top and bottom, the whole would be 
equally strained, and all act at the greatest advantage. Hence, in 
a beam truss, the material should be thrown into the top and bot- 
tom, leaving only enough between to resist he shearing strains. The 
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truss will consist of an upper and lower 8hord, whose function is to 
confine within safe limits the bending strain; and an intermediate" 
web, whose function is to resist the shearing strain. 
The shearing strains and" construction of the web will be consid- 
ered first, and an examination of the relations existing between the 
• two kinds of strains and the methods of reducing the strain upon 
the chords will follow. 
Z--Shearing Strains. 
When a part of a beam is forced down between the adjacent parts, 
on one side, a surface on the right slides downward upon a surface 
on its left, and on the other a surface on the left slides downward on 
a surface to the right, or, relative position only being considered, a
surface on the right slides upward on a surface to the left. These 
two motions being opposite, the strains which cause them should 
be represented with opposite signs. That shearing strain which 
tends to move the right hand surface downwards upon the left, will 
be considered positive; the reverse, negative. ~ 
When a beam, resting upon two supports, is uniformly loaded 
throughout, he whole weight is divided equally between the two 
supports, each bearing the ~eight upon the adjacent half of the beam. 
The shearing strain at the left hand end of the beam is equal to half 
the whole load, and at the right end to minus the same quantity; the 
intensity decreasing uniformly from the ends to the centre, where it 
vanishes. This will be apparent by considering the force with which 
the sections marked A are driven down~ in the three different cases 
represented by Figs. 4:, 5 and 6. 
I f  w represents he weight upon each unit of length~ the shear- 
ing strain at a point at the distance x to the right 
of the centre of the beam, is wax In Fig. 7, let ,~/a4 
c be the centre Of the beam, AB, uniformly loaded. 
The shearing strains at every point will be the or- 
dinates of the line whose equation is 
y ~- -WX.  
c being the orgin. Making AD =-- - -  ~E ---= 2 '  1 being the length of 
the beam, D~. will be this line. 
The dotted'line dc gives the shearing strain in the same beam when 
uniformly loaded with a weight equal to ½ w. 
When a beam is but partially loaded, as in Fig, 8, (the beam itself 
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being supposed without weight), the weight is divided between the 
two supports m the inverse ratio of their distances from the centre 
of the load. The support ffbearing the two weights 
F/~5, next to it and ~ths of the third, and the support 
being the fourth ~¢eight: and @ths of the third. 
The shearing strains vanish at the point wh ich  
thus divides the part of the load borne by one sup- 
port fl'om that borne by the other, and increase uniformly in intensity 
from that point to each end of the loaded portion ; but the shearing 
strain is the same throughout the unloaded part of the beam, as it 
attains its full intensity at the end of the load, and.there is no farther 
weight o alter it. The str£ins will be given by 
~~a~.z2-  the ordinates of a broken line, parallel to the 
~[~///~ line at strain for loaded beam through- fully a 
out the loaded portion, and parallel to the axis 
of abscissas through the unloaded part. 
I f  V denotes the length of the loaded portion, the weight borne 
by the loaded support is 
lP )  
D . t '  ~v ( lm-2  l '  w 
fig 7 - -  - - -  
and by the unloaded 
V" 
E l 'w  X - f f  V2 w 
Z - -  2l 
Through the loaded part of the beam the shearing strains are the 
ordinates of the linear equation 
~?2 w 
Y=+ 2z 
r/ee ~iAfll~ the positive sign being used when the weight 
~ is next to the right hand suppor.t, and through 
the loaded portion by the ordinates of the lineal 
equation. 
Y= - - -  - -  - -  ~ - -  2l wx  
the positive signs being used when the weight is next to the left 
hand abutment. 
In Fig. 9 the beam is supposed to be loaded from A to D, and the 
broken line AFO is the line of strain. 
When a beam is entirely loaded, but more heavily in one part 
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than another, the only practical case of a partial load, it may be 
regarded as uniformly loaded with a weight equal to that on the 
more lightly loaded portion, while a part of the 
beam bears also an additional load. The shear- t~ . .  [/~ g ' ] 
C ing strain produced by the united load will be A P 
at every point the sum of the Strain's produced 
by the two loads acting separately. 
In Fig. 10, the beam ~3 is loaded uniformly with a weight equal 
to w for each unit of length, the part AD bearing an additional weight 
equal to wq The strains caused by the uniform load are given by 
the line ~F, and those caused by the partial load acting alone, by 
the broken line, ~GI, while those resulting 
from the combined load are given by L~rK, the 
ordinates ~HK being at each point equal to the 
sum of the ordinates of the other two lines. 
The equation of LK is: 
( l - -  l') ~w' 
Y-- 2~ 
and that of ~ 
(~, + w') 
~! 2 W ! 
Y- -  . 21 - -wx  
L 
~1 "' - . . '~-- .¢ t B 
g D g 
tt tt tt Ac  7 tt c tt C I v i i i  
" " " .z~ld, " d t!  c~; d ft! 
tt tt u ./lf~ t~ f f r  f r  f t l r  
" " " Ag ,  . ,  grl g tg . ,  
" " " Ah ,  " h"  h I h " l  
" " " A i ,  " i It i r i trt 
" " " whole beam " FQ.  
m¢ is parallel to ~I, and L~ to a line passing through c, and corres- 
ponding to a uniform load equal w + w'. For the point of intersec- 
tion K 
x :V  1 . Pw- -~t2w 
---.9-- Y 2~ - - l '  w 
• To consider the effect of a moving load, let As, Plat'e, Fig. 11, 
represent a. beam upon which a load advances from A towards B: 
The shearing strains will then be indicated as follows :
]3eam empty, by line DE. 
Zfoving Ioad covering Aa,  by line a" a r a ''r 
" " " AS, " 5" 51 3 m 
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The points of intersection a r b r c r &c., lie upon a regular curve, 
])so. As the load leaves the beam from t}~e Rd, B, a similar series 
of changes takes place, the'signs, however, being reversed, and the 
strains will be given by an arrangement of lines bounded by the 
curve, ~'s'E. 
The bounding curves, ])SG~ and Fst~, give the limits of shearing 
strains under the action of a moving load, :Between A and s it is 
always positive," and between sr and B always negative, while be- 
tween s and s I it may be either, the point dividing the load borne by 
one support from that borne by the other shifting back and forth 
between these two points as the load advances. 
The most intense strain at any point occurs when the ]cad extends 
from t]aat point to the more distant abutment; and the least intense 
strain, except between S and s I, where the strains at times vanish, 
when the ]cad extends from the givenpoint o the nearer support. 
I.n Fig. 10 we have for the ordinate of the point ]~: 
12w__lf~w 
i t  w 
Y= 22 
which, if V be made a variable, becomes the equation of the curve, 
])so, and shows that curve to be a parabola. For the point s 
12w-112w~ Z pw_~_o 
Y-- 21 
V -= Vw (w + w ~) - -  w 1 
7/21 
The distance from s to the centre of the beam is--  
W v 
and from the centre of the beam to s p is the same At the centre of 
the beam, Z p must be made equal to ½ 11 which gives-- 
w v 
Y= Uer ~ - - -8  
or the greatest possible shearing strain at the centre of the bridge is 
equal to one-eighth the total moving load. The strain at any other 
point may be easily found by simply constructing the curves. The 
mem]~ers of the web should be proportioned accordingly. 
A similar investigation might be made into the et~cts of a load 
of three different intensities; but as the strains would everywhere 
be less under the action of such a moving load~ than under the 
D. 
A ~b-.. 6. 
i "'., ,9' 7 ~ ~/- 
Z~ ~ "-~ic G~z.~a~ L ~  
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action of a load of two different intensities corresponding to the 
greatest and least of the three, such an investigation is unnecessary. 
(To be continued.) 
INTER-OCEANIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE ATLANTIC AND 
PACIFIC, 
BY ]~. S. HOWARD, C. E. 
THE NICARAGUA ROUTE. 
THE natural advantages of this route were so apparent that every 
one wished to secure them to himself and his associates. Its early 
history shows that the first notice of it created a bitter controversy, 
which was kept up until another oute, without any natural advan- 
tages, had been, by the sacrifice of an extravagant amount of money 
and human life, successfully established. 4. 
Nothing can flourish between belligerants. The victory is liable 
to be won,by the party more skilled in strategy than the science of 
improving rivers and harbors, which was the ease in this instance. 
But so much controversy as this route created, naturally raised the 
value of it in the eyes of the people of Nicaragua, so that now, after 
it has happened to fall into right hands for successful manage- 
ment~ the government of Nicaragua increases their requirements for 
the privilege of improving their country, and lessen the exclusive 
privileges to be granted as equivalent. Thus the matter now stands. 
Th~ present Transit Company, with Mr. W. tI. Webb as Presi- 
dent, with abundant capital to do anything that may be advisable 
to be done, only ask a charter that will guard them against any 
vicious competition, such as the great natural advantages of this 
route might elicit. 
The plan of improvement which the Company have adopted, has 
been so far tested already, that its success carcely admits of a doubt. 
They propose, first, to divert water enough from the Colorado 
leaves the San Juan River twenty miles from the outlet, which ' 
Carribean coast at Grcytown. 
This they will do by dredging at and below the junction of the 
Colorado. The declivity in the bed of the San Juan, below the 
junction, being about one and a-half feet per mile, renders it unne- 
cessary to make the excavation more than four or five miles below 
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